Sapa Decorative profiles
Add, Expressive and Optima design facade glass holders
Add

Add is a flexible mounting system for attaching solar shades, lightning conductors, downpipes, gutters, signs, lighting etc. Add profiles can also be combined with profiles from the Expressive decorative range. The profile’s distinctive channel lets you outline each glazing unit and create a picture frame effect.

Add 42693 permits attachment of downpipes and gutters using dedicated supports.

Add base decorative profile 42693. Countersunk screws.

Add base decorative profile 42697 with colour profile to accentuate framing and linearity of facade.

Add base decorative profile 42693 with mitred connection between horizontal and vertical profiles to create a picture frame effect.

Add 42693 permits attachment of a lightning conductor using a simple and versatile support.

Exterior decorative profiles for 4150 and 4150 SX.

Add 42693 permits attachment of solar shades and solar screens using dedicated supports, see section on Solar Shading.
Profile overview, Add exterior decorative profiles for 4150 and 4150 SX
Expressive gives architects the freedom to play with light and shadow effects on the facade. Accentuate the linearity of the facade, highlight areas and elements, use different combinations of colour and finish.

Expressive decorative profiles can also be combined with profiles from the Add and Optima decorative ranges. Profiles can also be created to your own design if desired.

Expressive decorative profiles for 4150 and 4150 SX.
Profile overview. Expressive exterior decorative profiles for 4150 and 4150 SX.
Optima offers a choice of design possibilities with exposed or concealed fixing. A black finish is a popular option with the decorative profiles, which are only 32 mm wide.

Optima decorative profiles can also be combined to advantage with Expressive profiles. Profiles can also be created to your own design if desired.

Exterior decorative profiles for 5050 SG and 4150 vertically.
Profile overview, Optima exterior decorative profiles for 5050 SG

Optima decorative profiles for exposed fixing.

Optima decorative profiles for concealed fixing.

Optima 42844 with cover 42863 gives a narrow exterior profile width.